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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in multimedia research have generated a large collection of
concept models, e.g., LSCOM and Mediamill 101, which have become ac-
cessible to other researchers. While most current research efforts still focus
on building new concepts from scratch, little effort has been made to con-
struct new concepts upon the existing models already in the “warehouse”.
To address this issue, we have developed a new framework in this thesis,
termed LEarning structured model by probabilistic loGic Ontology (LEGO)
to seamlessly integrate both the new target training examples and the ex-
isting primitive concept models. LEGO treats the primitive concept models
as a Lego toy to potentially construct an unlimited vocabulary of new con-
cepts. Specifically, LEGO first formulates the logic operations to be the Lego
connectors used to combine existing concept models hierarchically in prob-
abilistic logic ontology trees. LEGO then simultaneously incorporates new
target training information to efficiently disambiguate the underlying logic
tree and correct the error propagation. We present extensive experimental
results on a large vehicle domain data set from ImageNet and demonstrate
significantly superior performance over existing state-of-the-art approaches
which build new concept models from scratch.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Effectively modeling structured concepts has become a critical ingredient for
recognizing, retrieving and searching image data on the Web. Many sophisti-
cated models have been proposed to recognize a wide range of image concepts
from everyday life to many specific domains such as news video broadcasts
and surveillance videos. While people continue building new models from
scratch using the Support Vector Machines (SVM) and related variants [1],
[2], [3], we shall not forget the powerful knowledge base in the “warehouse”
such as the Large-Scale Concept for Multimedia (LSCOM) [4] and 101 se-
mantic concepts in Mediamill 101 [5]. In this thesis we will show how existing
models in the warehouse can be seamlessly integrated with new target train-
ing to construct new complex models in an effective way.
Traditional approaches for image classification and recognition problems
are sensitive to the number of samples involved in the models. Usually, a
large number of samples provides a good generalization ability. However, in
many cases, obtaining massive training data is difficult due to the expense of
labeling. Moreover, computational power is another constraint to recognize
a wide range of image concepts. To alleviate such difficulties, we develop an
approach that recycles existing semantics.
Lego is a popular line of construction toys. Lego consists of colorful inter-
locking plastic bricks and an accompanying array of gears, minifigures and
various other parts. Lego bricks can be assembled and connected in differ-
ent ways to construct such objects as vehicles, buildings, and even working
robots. Anything constructed can then be taken apart and the pieces can be
used again to make other objects.
By analogy to the Lego construction of complex toys, the existing models
in the warehouse can each be interlocking plastic bricks in the toy. And
we could use them to construct more complex concepts. Such a multime-
dia “Lego” model provides semantic-rich building blocks to construct new
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Figure 1.1: An example of using logical hierarchical semantic ontology to
model concepts.
concepts, instead of starting with zero knowledge. It opens a new way to
efficiently leverage a large number of existing primitive concepts for con-
structing potentially unlimited vocabularies of image concepts.
To connect the existing Lego pieces, we first need to find the proper array
of gears. By analogy to the toy Lego, these arrays of gears play the key role
of coherently connecting all the components as a whole. Let us investigate
how humans perceive a new concept in the real world. In childhood, we were
taught to learn concrete concepts which can be directly recognized by their
natural attributes, such as shape, color and materials. As we grow older, we
learn how to use logic to connect these primitive concepts into more complex
concepts. For example, “beach” is a fairly abstract concept distinguished
from the concepts “people”, “sand”, “boat”, “sea” and so on. Take a look
at the example illustrated in figure 1.1; “sand”, “sea”, “people” and “boat”
are parts of “beach”. Thus “beach” can be represented by “(people AND
sea)” OR “(sea AND sand)” OR “(sea AND boat)” OR “(sea AND people
AND sand)” which exploits the possible combinations of parts of “beach” by
an AND-OR relationship. It indicates that a hierarchical semantic ontology
is reasonable to model concepts, in an order from the primitive concepts
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in the lower level to the complex ones in the upper level by using various
logical operations. In other words, once a collection of primitives is given,
many other complex concepts can be built upon these primitive concepts by
connecting them with logic.
Based on the aforementioned observations, we propose a novel learning ap-
proach that is LEarning structured model by probabilistic loGical Ontology
tree (LEGO) in this thesis. LEGO constructs structured concepts built upon
a set of primitive models. The key contributions of this thesis include:
• As opposed to many existing concept modeling techniques, LEGO inte-
grates the logical and statistical inferences in a unified framework where
the existing primitive concepts are connected into a potentially unlim-
ited vocabulary of high-level concepts by the basic logical operations.
In contrast, most existing modeling algorithms either only learn a flat
correlative concept structure [6], [7], or a simple hierarchical structure
without logical connections [8], [9], [10], [11].
• With an efficient statistical learning algorithm, the complex concepts
in the upper levels of the hierarchy are modeled upon logically connect-
ed primitive concepts. This statistical learning approach is much more
flexible, where each concept in the hierarchy can be modeled from het-
erogeneous feature spaces of the most suitable feature descriptors (e.g.,
visual attributes such as color and shape for scenery concepts, textual
features such as term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)
for named entities) or can be obtained from different semantic ware-
houses. This means that when we build the target model, we can select
the LEGO made from different “materials” and still be able to connect
these heterogeneous pieces of Lego together.
• LEGO simultaneously incorporates both new target training informa-
tion and Lego building blocks. This setup allows LEGO to efficiently
disambiguate the underlying logic tree and correct the error propa-
gation by using only a few of the training samples. Especially for the
situation when a large number of concepts needs to be categorized, and
labeled data is deficient. It results in a significantly better performance
than the SVM-type training algorithms that build new concepts from
scratch.
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In summary, the primitive models as pieces of multimedia Lego can be seen
as building blocks by analogy to training examples in a conventional classifi-
cation problem, because both of them provide basic semantic information to
infer new concept models. For example, a large number of models exists in
many warehouses like LSCOM 374 and Mediamill 101. They provide us with
rich semantic resources to explore information other than training examples.
Indeed, these models, which are learned from example images, have already
contained rich discriminative information about the primitive concepts. It
ought to be much more efficient to mine these models directly, instead of
reverting to tediously collecting labeled examples and retraining models a-
gain. These existing multimedia Legos can save great resources and effort in
the multimedia community by improving the utility of the existing research
results.
The thesis is organized as follows. We review related work in chapter 2.
In chapter 3, the Probabilistic Logic Ontology Tree (PLOT) is formally pro-
posed. We not only explain the corresponding learning algorithm for the
complex concepts in the probabilistic logic ontology tree but also how it is
applied to the hierarchical concept classification problem in chapter 3. In
chapter 4, we present extensive experimental results on a large vehicle do-
main data set from ImageNet, and demonstrate significantly superior perfor-
mance over existing SVM-type approaches which build new concept models
from scratch. Finally, we conclude and propose possible future directions in
chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORK
Hierarchical concept classification has attracted much attention [9], [12]. As
opposed to the traditional flat concept classification, it attempts to classify
a testing sample by a hierarchical concept tree. Hierarchical structure is a
natural concept organization form which is consistent with the natural lan-
guage. For example, in WordNet relation [13], the concepts are organized in
a hierarchical structure with a hyponym relation (i.e., Y is a hyponym of X
if every Y is a kind of X) or a meronym relation (i.e., Y is a meronym of X if
Y is a part of X). While the contribution discussed in [14], [15], [16] focused
on using hierarchical structures to enhance classification efficiency, several
other works proposed learning visual categories hierarchically [15], [17], [18]
in an unsupervised or semi-supervised fashion. Some other research studies
illustrated methods for organizing low-level object representation hierarchi-
cally so that descriptiveness and discrimination performance are enhanced
[19], [20].
Another important research direction is how to handle limited labeled data
in image classification and recognition. Usually, the generalization ability of
most of the supervised models is determined by the number of labeled samples
involved in the training stage. However, in many applications, a large number
of labeled training data samples is hard to obtain because of the expense of
labeling. A deterministic approach to alleviate this problem is to incorporate
unlabeled data with model learning (co-training) using manifold [21], [22],
[23]. Another approach is transfer learning based, for example, the method
proposed in [24] aims at transferring the knowledge between heterogeneous
domains so that more prior knowledge is obtained.
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CHAPTER 3
PROBABILISTIC LOGICAL ONTOLOGY
TREE
To present how we can apply LEGO to construct complex concepts, in this
chapter we define a concrete data learning structure - the Probabilistic Log-
ical Ontology Tree (PLOT).
3.1 Prior Probabilistic Models in PLOT
We start by proposing the definition of PLOT with an example. As illustrated
in figure 3.1, PLOT is a logical tree
T ={(C, f, L), (C l, f l, Ll), (Cm, fm, Lm), (Cr, fr, Lr),
(C1, f1, P 1), . . . , (C5, f5, P 5)},
where C and Ci are concept nodes, and f and fi are different feature de-
scriptors attached with C and Ci. For each upper-level concept Ci other
than leaf nodes, Ci can be expanded into a set of children concepts by a
logical operation Li from either OR, AND, or NOT. For each node, there
is also an attached model P i(y|fi(x)) predicting the probability of the label
being positive if y = 1 or negative if y = 0 given the feature fi(x) for each
sample x. The associated model can have arbitrary flexible mathematical
forms such as a logistic regression model, exponential model or even support
vector machine (SVM) or boosting model (but it should be normalized into
probabilistic form first).
In PLOT, each complex concept in the upper level can be represented via
the leaf concepts by the logical relations. Take an example of PLOT in figure
3.1, C l = C1 AND C2, Cm = C3 OR C4, and C = (C1 OR C2) OR (C3
AND C4) OR (NOT C5). Such classical Boolean logic gives two exclusive
results: one sample is either positive or negative for the target concept. To
formulate a corresponding prior probability model for learning and inference,
6
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Figure 3.1: An example of a probabilistic logical ontology tree.
the Boolean logic is converted into fuzzy logic which replaces AND, OR, NOT
by some continuously probability conversions. There are many different fuzzy
logical operations which can do such conversions, and here we enumerate two
kinds as follows.
Min/Max/complement:
In this case, AND is replaced by “min”, OR by “max”, and NOT by 1−P (y =
1|f(x)) where P is the model attached with the children nodes of the logic
NOT. Take C in figure 3.1 as an example. The prior model Pprior(y|f(x)) for
C is
P (y = 1|f(x)) = max{max{P 1(y = 1|f1(x)),
P 2(y = 1|f2(x)},min{P 3(y = 1|f3(x)),
P 4(y = 1|f4(x))}, 1− P 5(y = 1|f5(x))}.
Probabilistic product/sum:
In this case, Cm = C3 AND C4 is replaced by
Pm(y = 1|f(x)) = Tpod(P 3(y = 1|f(x)), P 4(y = 1|f(x)))
= P 3(y = 1|f(x))P 4(y = 1|f(x)),
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Figure 3.2: An example of semantic ambiguity problems.
and C l = C1 OR C2 is replaced by
P l(y = 1|f(x)) = ⊥sum(P 1(y = 1|f(x)), P 2(y = 1|f(x)))
= P 1(y = 1|f(x)) + P 2(y = 1|f(x))
− P 1(y = 1|f(x))P 2(y = 1|f(x)).
Again, NOT is converted by complement of the operation as in the Min/Max
/complement. The probabilistic product and sum are often called T-norm
and T-conorm, respectively.
There are many other fuzzy logical operations to do a similar conversion
from the classical Boolean logic operations to their probability forms, such
as Lukasiewicz logic, Nilpotent logic and Hamacher logic. Interested readers
can find more in [25].
To learn a satisfactory model for upper-level concepts by PLOT, we still
need to overcome the following two problems: semantic ambiguity and error
propagation.
• Semantic ambiguity. We use an example to explain this problem as
illustrated in figure 3.2. It is a vehicle PLOT with three children nodes
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combined by logic OR. Since bus, car, and truck are kinds of vehicles,
the samples on the positive sides of these three objects, which is the
region associated with logic “bus OR car OR truck”, must also be ve-
hicles. However, the negative side of these objects, i.e., the ambiguity
region, cannot exclude the possibility of some samples included in it
being vehicles. An example corresponding to ship locates on the ambi-
guity region but it is also a vehicle. In other words, it is impossible and
unnecessary to enumerate all possible kinds of subclasses of vehicles
(such as ship) in PLOT. Thus the logical results derived from PLOT
cannot clarify the ambiguity in the negative side of children nodes and
some extra information is needed to clarify it. The similar problem of
semantic ambiguity also exists in other logic operations.
• Error propagation. The probabilistic models in the nodes of low
levels cannot be perfectly constructed due to incomplete semantic in-
formation and the limitation of models. Thus the error contained in
these models may be propagated into the higher-level concepts. There-
fore, some relevance feedback scheme [26] is required to correct these
errors when learning the higher-level concepts.
Summarizing the two described problems, in order to model high-level con-
cepts, only using the information from the models associated with lower-level
nodes in PLOT is not enough. It requires some extra content-based examples
to update the prior models purely obtained by the logical relations to clarify
semantic ambiguity and to correct the errors from lower-level models. In
other words, two criteria are proposed when modeling the complex concepts
in upper levels.
• Criterion 1: The model P (y|f(x)) for the upper-level concepts should
preserve as much information of the prior model Pprior(y|f(x)) as possi-
ble which combines the information on primitive models of lower-level
nodes in PLOT.
• Criterion 2: With the new extra training examples, the model P (y|f(x))
for upper-level concepts must reflect the information contained in these
extra training examples.
Based on the two specified criteria, we formulate the proposed probabilistic
algorithms to model the high-level concepts on PLOT.
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3.2 Learning and Inference on PLOT
Given a set of the models Pm(y|fm(x)) of low-level concepts Cm, 1 ≤ m ≤M ,
and some extra training examples {(xl, yl)|1 ≤ l ≤ N}, our goal is to learn a
model P (y|f(x)) for the target concept C based on a given PLOT.
First, according to PLOT, target concept C can be expanded into Cm by
the logical relation uncovered by PLOT. Accordingly, we can obtain a prior
model Pprior(y|[fm(x)]Mm=1) just as the example shown in figure 3.1. Then
the new model P (y|f(x)) should reflect the two criteria mentioned at the end
of the last subsection. Therefore, we formulate the following optimization
problem to solve it.
min
P (y|x)
1
N
N∑
l=1
DKL
(
P (y|f(xl)) ||Pprior
(
y| [fm(xl)]Mm=1
))
s.t.
1
N
N∑
l=1
E
P (y|f(xl))
[yfd(xl)] =
1
N
N∑
l=1
ylfd(xl) + θd
1
N
N∑
l=1
E
P (y|f(xl))
[y] =
1
N
N∑
l=1
yl + η∑
y∈{0,1}
P (y|f(xl)) = 1
D∑
d=1
θ2d
2σ2θ/N
+
θ2η
2σ2η
/
N
≤ C
1 ≤ d ≤ D,
(3.1)
where DKL is the Kullback-Leibler divergence. By minimizing the divergence
between P (y|f(x)) and Pprior(y|[fm(x)]Mm=1), the information in the prior mod-
el can be preserved as much as possible according to criterion (3.1). E
P (y|f(xl))
[·]
is the expectation with respect to the distribution P (y|f(xl)) and fd(xl) is the
dth element of the low-level feature vector f(xl). The first two constraints in
the above formulation (3.1) require that the first two-order statistics of the
new model P (y|f(x)) must comply with the training setup to estimate errors
θd and η. Furthermore, the third constraint normalizes the model so that
it satisfies the probabilistic property. Finally, the fourth constraint assumes
that the joint probability of estimation errors should be reasonably upper
bounded by C [12].
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Inference on PLOT:
First, given equation (3.1), we see how to infer the model P (y|f(x)) for the
target concept. From (3.1), the Lagrangian function is:
L (P (y|f(xl)), θ, η, b, w, γ, ξ) =
1
N
N∑
l=1
DKL
(
P (y|f(xl)) ||Pprior
(
y| [fm(xl)]Mm=1
))
+
D∑
d=1
wd
{
1
N
N∑
l=1
ylfd(xl) + θd − 1
N
N∑
l=1
E
P (y|f(xl))
[yfd(xl)]
}
+ b
{
1
N
N∑
l=1
yl + η − 1
N
N∑
l=1
E
P (y|f(xl))
[y]
}
+ γ
{
D∑
d=1
θ2d
2σ2θ/N
+
η2
2σ2η
/
N
− C
}
+
∑
x
ξ(x)
1− ∑
y∈{0,1}
P (y|f(x))
.
(3.2)
By deriving it with respect to P (y|f(xl)) and setting the results to zero, we
have:
∂L
∂P (y|f(xl)) =
1
N
{logP (y|f(xl)) + 1
− logPprior
(
y| [fm(xl)]Mm=1
)
− y(wTxl + b)} − ξ(xl) = 0,
(3.3)
and
∂L
∂η
= b+Nγ
η
σ2η
= 0,
∂L
∂θd
= wd +Nγ
θd
σ2θ
= 0. (3.4)
From (3.3) we have:
P (y|f(xl)) ∝ Pprior
(
y| [fm(xl)]Mm=1
)
exp
{
y(wTxl + b)
}
. (3.5)
Now, considering the normalization constraints in (3.1), which ought to be
P (y|f(xl)) = 1
Z(xl)
Pprior
(
y| [fm(xl)]Mm=1
)
exp
{
y(wTxl + b)
}
, (3.6)
where
Z(xl) =
∑
y∈{0,1}
Pprior
(
y| [fm(xl)]Mm=1
)
exp
{
y(wTxl + b)
}
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is the partition function for normalization. Thus we have obtained the target
model as shown in equation (3.6), where the corresponding concept C can
be inferred.
Learning on PLOT:
Now we show how to learn P (y|f(x)), that is, computing its model parameters
w and b. From (3.4) we obtain
η = − b
Nγ
σ2η, θd = −
wd
Nγ
σ2θ . (3.7)
Substitute equation (3.6) and equation (3.7) into the Lagrangian function in
equation (3.2), we can formulate the dual optimization problem as
b∗, w∗ = arg max
b,w
L (P (y|f(xl)), θ, η, b, w, γ, ξ)
= arg max
b,w
1
N
N∑
l=1
(yl
(
wT f(xl) + b
)− logZ (xl)
+ logPprior
(
y| [fm(xl)]Mm=1
)
− λw
2N
||w||22 −
λb
2N
b2,
(3.8)
where λw =
σ2θ
γ
, λb =
σ2η
γ
are the balance parameters. This maximization
problem is an unconstrained convex problem with respect to b and w, so a
global maximum exists. Taking the derivatives with respect to b and w, we
have
∂L
∂b
=
1
N
N∑
l=1
yl − 1
N
N∑
l=1
E
P (y|f(xl))
[y]− λbb
N
∂L
∂wd
=
1
N
N∑
l=1
ylfd(xl)− 1
N
N∑
l=1
(
E
P (y|f(xl))
[y] fd(xl)
)
− λwwd
N
.
(3.9)
Then equation (3.8) can be maximized by a conjugate gradient method based
on equation (3.8) and its derivatives in equation (3.9).
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3.3 Efficient Online Modeling for Large-Scale Problems
As more and more image data booms on the Internet, from image and
video sharing web sites to various kinds of social communities, efficient
modeling and recognition algorithms are required to handle this increas-
ing data. Among them, online modeling technique is very useful to han-
dle the large-scale data set where the samples are processed one by one.
Assume we currently have a model P (y|f(x)) = 1
Z(x)
Pprior
(
y| [fm(x)]Mm=1
)
exp{
y(wTx+ b)
}
as equation (3.6) in hand, our goal is to obtain a new P˜ (y|f(x))
by some new examples {x˜l, y˜l}N˜l=1. Following the similar idea in equation
(3.1), the new model should preserve as much information as possible in
P (y|f(x)) as well as reflect the new information in {x˜l, y˜l}N˜l=1. By sub-
stituting 1
N
N∑
l=1
DKL
(
P˜ (y|f(x))||P (y|f(xl))
)
into the objective function in
equation(3.1) and the new examples in {x˜l, y˜l}N˜l=1 for those in {xl, yl}Nl=1 ,
we have the new model as
P˜ (y|f(x)) = 1
Z˜(x)
Pprior
(
y| [fm(x)]Mm=1
)
× exp
{
y
(
(w + w˜)Tx+ (b+ b˜)
)} (3.10)
and
Z˜(x) =
∑
y∈{0,1}
Pprior
(
y| [fm(x)]Mm=1
)
× exp
{
y
(
(w + w˜)Tx+ (b+ b˜)
)}
,
(3.11)
where w˜, b˜ can be computed from
b˜∗, w˜∗ = arg max
b˜,w˜
1
N
N∑
l=1
{yl
(
(w + w˜)T f(xl) + (b+ b˜)
)
− λb
2N
b˜2
+ logPprior
(
y| [fm(xl)]Mm=1
)
− log Z˜ (xl)} − λw
2N
||w˜||22.
(3.12)
Since only new samples are involved in the above optimization problem, the
model can be updated much more efficiently.
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3.4 Multimodal Feature Descriptors
Note in the learning algorithm in section 3.2, different feature descriptors
(i.e., fm and f) can be used to represent the concepts associated with the
nodes in PLOT. It increases the flexibility of the feature representation so
that the most suitable features can be used for each concept. Moreover, with
such a heterogeneous feature structure, both content-based features (i.e., vi-
sual/audio features extracted from multimedia content) and context-based
features (i.e., the surrounding text, GPS location data, user tags etc. from
the multimedia context) can be adopted in PLOT. Some concepts can be
better modeled by the content feature such as objects (e.g., car, rocket, and
horse), scenery (e.g., beach, mountain) and events (e.g., human action). On
the other hand, some concepts can be better modeled by the contextual fea-
tures, such as landmark places of interest (e.g., Great Wall, Eiffel Tower
and White House). By the above proposed learning algorithm in PLOT,
different concepts can select their most suitable feature descriptors for mod-
eling integrated in a unifying framework. Although the major contribution
of the proposed thesis is not characterizing different features, it is still worth
developing more in depth in the future.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present experiments by comparing the proposed multimedia
LEGO approach with the other state-of-the-art algorithms. We demonstrate
how the proposed algorithm effectively models structured concepts using the
model warehouse, as well as enhances the target concepts classification re-
sults.
4.1 Dataset
In order to demonstrate the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed mul-
timedia LEGO approach in hierarchical image recognition using the model
warehouse, we conduct experiments on ImageNet dataset [27] in the “vehicle”
domain. ImageNet is a realistic image database organized by WordNet [28],
[13] hierarchy. Each node in the hierarchy is representing a concept and as-
sociated with a set of images. “Vehicle” is a relatively complex root concept
in ontology, including a large number of different sub-genre categories. This
“vehicle” specified ImageNet subset was first used and released in [29]. Here
we adopt the same dataset to show the competitive results of the proposed
LEGO algorithm.
This dataset contains 26,210 images, including 13,889 positive “vehicle”
samples, and 12,321 negative samples. The vehicle ontology is illustrated in
figure 4.1, which was also used in [29]. There are 20 concepts associated with
root “vehicle”, including a four-level ontological structure with 13 leaf nodes.
Each leaf-concept contains around 1,000 positive images. The negative sam-
ples include concepts such as “formation”, “structure” and “sports”, which
contain tremendous low-level visual ambiguities. Some sample images are
shown in figure 4.2. The “parent-child” relationship indicates an “is-a” (also
seen as an OR relation in PLOT) relationship in the WordNet taxonomy.
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Figure 4.1: Vehicle hierarchy from ImageNet. The red-colored notes
indicate the leaf-node concepts, which can be obtained from the model
warehouse.
For example, “plane” in the ontology shown in figure 4.1 contains an “OR”
relationship to its children, and “NOT” relationships to other nodes in the
same level.
4.2 Feature Extraction and Selection
We extract the Hierarchical Gaussianization (HG) feature [30] to represent
each image for our experiment. Basically, HG features jointly model ap-
pearance and spatial structures of each image by fitting into a Bayesian
hierarchical framework using a mixture of Gaussians. Specifically, in our ex-
periments, we use normal HG features by first extracting a 128-dimensional
SIFT descriptor within a 20× 20 patch over a grid with five pixels spacing.
Then Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is applied to each SIFT vector
to reduce its dimensionality to 80. Moreover, each image is characterized
by 512 Gaussian mixture components, each of which is then vectorized by
an 80-dimensional vector. In total, 80× 512 = a 40, 960-dimensional feature
vector is constructed for each images. For computational simplicity and ac-
celerating the learning process, we further reduce the dimensionality of the
final feature representations to 1,000 using PCA.
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Figure 4.2: Some example images in the data set.
4.3 Real-World Problem Simulations
In our experiments, we simulate the real-word scenario as we described in the
introduction. We split all images into three disjoint sets randomly with 40%,
15%, and 45%. Then basic logistic regression models are trained using 40% of
samples for the leaf nodes on the given hierarchical structure. After training,
we only keep the weight vectors and use them as our “existing models” in the
model warehouse. In such a way, we obtain a pool of rich semantic models for
images. It is an analog to LSCOM and Mediamill 101, where all the samples
used to generate the models in the pool are no longer accessible. Actually, in
real life, a large number of labeled training samples are not easy to acquire,
especially when the domain of concepts expands rapidly. In order to take
this fact into account, we randomly sample 15% of the data used as training
images for LEGO as well as other compared methods which cannot acquire
information from pre-trained models. The last 45% of data is used as testing
samples to evaluate recognition performance for different approaches. All of
the experiment results are reported as averaged over ten random runs.
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Table 4.1: Hierarchical classification results on the “target concepts”. The
best result for each case is highlighted in bold.
Level Category P-LEGO(Max) P-LEGO(T-conorm) LEGO(Max) LEGO(T-conorm)
3rd plane 94.18 94.23 94.30 94.33
3rd car 95.33 95.41 95.99 96.04
3rd cycle 95.25 95.31 95.46 95.51
3rd ship 95.57 95.58 95.53 95.54
2nd aerial 91.36 91.50 92.32 92.37
2nd ground 89.45 89.86 93.00 93.11
2nd marine 93.80 93.90 94.31 94.36
1st vehicle 87.21 89.39 96.47 96.94
4.4 Logic Operations and Error Propagation Analysis
In section 3.1, we mentioned two different ways to represent Boolean logic
probabilistically. One way is using the Min/Max function, the other way
is using T-norm/T-conorm. Moreover, we also illustrated the importance
of the small number of training samples to prevent error propagation from
lower level to higher level. Here we compare the classification results on the
proposed LEGO approach and a purely logical version without using any
updating samples called P-LEGO. The results are shown in table 4.1.
Two main observations can be made from table 4.1. First, both proba-
bilistic logic operations provide comparable results on all different concepts
regardless of how far these concepts are away from the “existing models”.
In general, “T-conorm” performs slightly better than “Max” in both LEGO
and P-LEGO methods on all the eight different target concepts. Second, the
accuracy of P-LEGO decreases dramatically as the “target concept” comes
higher in the ontology hierarchy. On the other hand, our proposed LEGO
algorithm still has a reliable performance. The main reason is that the gen-
eral procedure using logical operations on hierarchical structure depends on
lower-level concepts that provide information to learn “target concepts” at
higher levels. Once the prior is obtained, the model adaptation process will
start. In the meantime, the prior probabilities for its parents’ nodes are also
computed in the same manner. However, without a model-updating scheme,
higher-level models cannot be reliably refined and it could result in errors
accumulated through the entire hierarchical structure. A similar observation
also can be obtained from figure 4.3. The two ROC curves in the first row
illustrate the classification accuracy at the third level, and the two ROC
curves at the bottom show the second-level concepts.
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Figure 4.3: ROC curves for the concepts “plane” and “ship” at the third
level, and “aerial” and “marine” at the second level.
4.5 Performance Comparison
In the previous section we have shown that only combining primitive con-
cepts is insufficient due to error propagations. To demonstrate the advantage
of the proposed LEGO method for ontological categorizations, we compare
experimental results with other state-of-the-art approaches. The comparison
experiments strictly follow the protocol in section 4.3, and the results are
shown in table 4.2. In [29] and [30], the authors proposed the best classifier
using the features in [30] first by applying Within Class Covariance Nor-
malization (WCCN), and then using Nearest Neighbor or Nearest Central
(WCCN+NN and WCCN+NC). In our setup, both methods yield compa-
rable results as a flat multi-class SVM [3]. However, there is no direct way
to integrate these approaches in the given ontology hierarchy. Therefore,
we also conduct our experiment using a tree loss based hierarchical SVM
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proposed in [31] and [2]. Among all our proposed LEGO algorithms, it pro-
vides a significant gain over other methods, especially at the third level of
classification. This shows that the “existing models” in the model ware-
house provide tremendous contributions to distinguishing more abstractive
categories at higher levels.
Table 4.2: Comparison result to other state-of-the-art methods. The best
performance for each category is highlighted in bold.
Category The second level The third level
Flat SVM [3] 84.41 76.55
WCCN+NN [30] 84.50 78.98
WCCN+NC [30] 85.74 64.36
H-SVM [31], [2] 86.26 78.10
LEGO 89.03 87.82
4.6 Robustness and Online Efficiency
To test the robustness of our proposed algorithm, we first look into the case
of how a limited number of primitive concepts affect performances. Second,
we study the sensitivity of the learning rate of our approach. Last but not
least, online and batch comparisons will be reported.
4.6.1 Incomplete Model Warehouse
In practice, when we model a structured concept hierarchy, even if we could
access a rich semantic pool, it might still be insufficient. This is because not
all the possible sub-genres of “target concepts” can be covered in the ware-
house. To illustrate such a more challenging scenario with an incomplete
model warehouse, we take away some leaf-node concepts from the primi-
tive pool before all leaf node “existing models” are accessible so that we are
now only allowed to access some of them. Figure 4.4 demonstrates how the
LEGO algorithm handles the case of an incomplete model warehouse. Three
experiments are performed: the leftmost histogram illustrates the classifi-
cation accuracy for the concept “plane” at the third level, and “aerial” at
the second without the prior model “warplane”. Similarly, the middle and
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Figure 4.4: Model robustness: incomplete model warehouse.
the right histograms are both missing a leaf-node concept, which is “bicycle”
and “sailboat.” We report the recognition performances on the parent and
grandparent nodes. Since less prior information is obtainable by LEGO, it
will introduce a huge semantic ambiguity as illustrated in figure 3.2. Con-
sequently, the classification performance at each node may drop. However,
LEGO can adjust its models with the small number of model-updating sam-
ples. Therefore, as we can see, compared with table 4.1, the accuracy at each
particular node is only slightly reduced, but it is still much more reliable than
the SVM-typed approach.
4.6.2 Learning Rate Tradeoff
In equation (3.8) we introduced the learning rate λ as a balance parameter
between criteria 1 and 2 mentioned in section 3.1. Figure 4.5 illustrates how
such λ affects recognition performance. Seven curves in figure 4.5 indicate
how the accuracy on each intermediate node changes as the learning rate
increases from 1 to 800. The recognition performances tend to stabilize after
λ becomes greater than 150. Thus, we can set the learning rate to 200 and
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obtain reliable results in the experiments.
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Figure 4.5: Model robustness: learning rate.
4.6.3 Online Step Size
Another parameter affecting the online modeling of the proposed LEGO al-
gorithm is the step size, which trades off between the modeling performance
and the number of updating samples involved in each step. Figure 4.6 demon-
strates the relationship between the step size (horizontal axis) and classifi-
cation performance (vertical axis) with a fixed learning rate. The online
updating with a small step size (e.g., only one) performs the worst, because
at each step, many fewer samples can result in the risk of introducing huge
variance to the model. On the contrary, when the step size reaches to about
200, the performance becomes stable. Thereafter, even increasing the step
size does not affect the overall performance too much. In all means, the pro-
posed LEGO achieves a more robust performance with an online updating
strategy.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis we developed a novel framework LEGO, to seamlessly integrate
both the new target training examples and the existing primitive concept
models. LEGO treats the primitive concept models as “Legos” to potential-
ly construct an unlimited vocabulary of new concepts. We proposed a more
flexible learning algorithm to efficiently combine the obtained probabilistic
model with new information to clarify the semantic ambiguity as well as to
correct the errors propagated from the nodes at lower levels. The extensive
experiments over a real-world data set demonstrated the following: (1) Us-
ing logical operations combining individual concepts in the existing model
warehouse provides rich semantic resources to improve performance on more
abstract concepts at a higher level on the ontology hierarchy. (2) Evolving
higher-level models by using a small number of examples could clarify the
semantic ambiguities. In particular, our proposed “T-conorm” LEGO ap-
proach has significant advantages over other state-of-the-art algorithms. (3)
LEGO is also robust with incomplete concepts in the existing model ware-
house, varying learning rates and online step sizes.
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